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An award-winning teacher, accomplished researcher, and experienced therapist, Ron Comer knows

how to communicate the complexities of the abnormal psychology, to speak to the concerns of

students, and to portray the real human impact of psychological disorders. With its signature

integrated coverage of theory, diagnosis, and treatment, and remarkably inclusive cross-cultural

perspective, this new edition of Comerâ€™s widely adopted textbook shows students where the

study and treatment of psychological disorders stand today. In addition to a thorough updating, the

new edition employs some extraordinary interactive tools to bring students face to face with the

realities of psychological dysfunction, organized for easy access and assignability in LaunchPad,

Worth Publishersâ€™ breakthrough online course space. What's in the LaunchPad
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This book, as far as text books go, was easy to follow and read. As a plus, the chapters were in line

with the DSM-5 fifth edition, which I also using for my class, so that was an added bonus. Not a lot

of people are going to be purchasing this for a bit of "everyday reading", but if you are looking for

something to supplement your classroom text or are just interested in Abnormal Psychology, I really

enjoyed this book. It made an effort to draw you into the text my giving examples of situations and

people that have REAL examples of the disorders that were going to be discussed in each chapter

and the language used wasn't overly scientific to the point that your head wanted to explode. I found

it informative and down to earth, both a plus in my world!



I was very impressed by the wealth of knowledge with these pages! I learned so much about human

behavior this term and this book was an amazing tool. It was required reading for my Abnormal

psych class but, given that Psychology is my major, I really enjoyed it :) I was endlessly referencing

this book; so I became very familiar with it's contents. Great book. Highly recommend this author.

I am absolutely in love with this book. I bought it as a text for my abnormal psych class and have

never been more excited to read for class. This book is very informative, easy to read and

interesting! I can't put it down.

Gives a sweet and simple overview of everything you need to know about each topic.

Awesome! Love this book great quality!

This is a great book and I received it in excellent condition and for a great price. The only reason I

am not giving it a 5 star is that it was not brand new. Thanks you all are great!

Great condition and came in three days early! Highly recommended for anyone interested in

psychology, very interesting content and written clearly.

Just purchased this book for my Abnormal Psychology class and it has a lot of useful information on

mental illnesses.
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